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w x Ž . Ž .Given a partition R of 0, 1 : 0 s r F r F ??? F r s 1, let f r s J r q1 2 N
N Ž . w x Ž . w x  4Ý K r y r , r g 0, 1 , where J r is concave and K : y1, 1 _ 0 “ R is ans 1 n
concave cusp with its point at 0. Necessary conditions on the partition R are
Ž .determined when R minimizes max f r s max f , where f s0 F r F 1 1F nF Ny1 n n
Ž .max f r . It is shown that the partition that minimizes max fr F r F r 1F nF Ny1 nn nq1
also maximizes min f . Q 2000 Academic Press1F nF Ny1 n
1. INTRODUCTION
w x  4Suppose that K : y1, 1 _ 0 “ R is a concave cusp with its point at 0,
which will mean here that K is twice differentiable, KY - 0, K is decreas-
w . Ž xing on y1, 0 and increasing on 0, 1 ,
Xlim K r s q‘, 1Ž . Ž .
r“0
and finally that
L s lim K r 2Ž . Ž .
r“0
exists, the possibility L s y‘ being allowed.
< < < r < <Ž r . Ž r . < < < aThe functions log r , log 1 y e , log 1 y e r 1 q e , and r , where
0 - a - 1, are concave cusps in this sense and, as we shall see, they
provide function theoretic applications of the theorem that will be proved
below.
Ž .We extend K by defining K 0 s L, so that K may be extended-real-
Ž .valued. Suppose also that J: 0, 1 “ R is a concave function, and let us
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w xextend J to 0, 1 by defining
J 0 s lim J r ,Ž . Ž .
r x0
and
J 1 s lim J r ,Ž . Ž .
r ›1
which are either real or y‘. Given an integer N G 2 and a partition R of
w x0, 1 consisting of N points,
R : 0 s r F r F ??? F r s 1, 3Ž .1 2 N
we define
N
w xf r s f r ; r , r , . . . , r s J r q K r y r , r g 0, 1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý1 2 N n
ns1
Ž .The graph of f r is concave and has cusps at each point r , so thatn
between successive, distinct r s, the graph is dome-shaped with asymptoti-n
cally vertical edges, and has a single peak. Define, for 1 F n F N y 1,
f s max f r , 5Ž . Ž .n
r FrFrn nq1
which is to be understood as y‘ if r s r and L s y‘.n nq1
This note has to do with necessary conditions satisfied by a partition R
that minimizes
F s max f 6Ž .n
1FnFNy1
or maximizes
C s min f . 7Ž .n
1FnFNy1
In either case the existence of an extremal partition follows from the
Bolzano]Weierstrass theorem. We shall prove:
Ž .THEOREM 1. a In the configuration in which F is minimized or C is
maximized,
Ž .i r , r , . . . , r are distinct;1 2 N
Ž .ii f , f , . . . , f are equal.1 2 Ny1
Ž .b If r , r , . . . , r are distinct and f , f , . . . , f are equal, then R1 2 N 1 2 Ny1
is uniquely determined.
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Ž .c F is minimized and C is maximized for the same unique parti-
tion R.
As an illustration of the way in which the theorem can be used, consider
Ž . M Ž .a polynomial P x s Ł x y x having real zeros x F x F ??? F x .ns1 n 1 2 M
Suppose that, for some m and N, x , x , . . . , x and x , x ,1 2 mq1 mqN mqNq1
. . . , x are fixed, and the remaining zeros x , x , . . . , x areM mq2 mq3 mqNy1
free. What can be said about the configuration of these zeros when the
< Ž . <maximum value of P x for x F x F x is as small as possible?mq 1 mqN
With a change of variables if necessary, it may be assumed that
0 s x F x F ??? x s 1,mq 1 mq2 mqN
< <and the theorem applies to log P with r s x , r s x , . . . , r s1 mq1 2 mq2 N
Ž . < <x , r s x, K r s log r , andmq N
m M
< < < <J r s log r y x q log r y x .Ž . Ý Ýn n
ns1 nsmqNq1
Ž . < r < Ž .K r s log 1 y e is relevant to the same problem, but involving Q x s
M Ž .Ł 1 y xrx followed by a logarithmic change of variable; evidentlyns1 n
these considerations can be extended to entire functions of order less than
Ž . <Ž r . Ž r . <one. K r s log 1 y e r 1 q e applies to the problem of minimizing
< Ž . Ž . <the maximum of Q r rQ yr , again followed by a logarithmic change of
variable; and again there is an extension to entire functions of order less
than one.
Remark 1. The germ of Theorem 1 lies in the author’s proof of a
w xconjecture of Barry 1 , to the effect that if f is an entire function
satisfying
log M t , fŽ .
s s lim - ‘, 8Ž .2log tŽ .t“‘
Ž . < Ž . <where M t, f s max f z , then, given e ) 0, there are certain arbi-< z <st
trarily large values of t such that
m t , fŽ .
) C e , 9Ž . Ž .
M t , fŽ .
Ž . < Ž . <where m t, f s min f z and< z <st
2yŽ2 ny1.r4Žsqe .‘ 1 y e
C e s . 10Ž . Ž .Ł yŽ2 ny1.r4Žsqe .ž /1 q ens1
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Briefly, the argument runs as follows. From the Hadamard representation
for f we have
t tyt‘ nm e , f 1 y eŽ .
c t ’ log G log , 11Ž . Ž .Ý ty tt n1 q eM e , fŽ . ns1
where etn is the modulus of the nth nonzero 0 of f. It is a consequence of
Ž . Ž Ž ..8 that, as n “ ‘, t G nr 2s q o 1 .n
Given a positive number e , we choose a number h, 0 - h - 1, such that
h s q 1 - e , 12Ž . Ž .
Ž .and a positive integer k such that, for all n G k, t ) nr 2s q h . Wen
Ž .suppose that K is an integer greater than k and consider values of c t
w xfor t in the interval t , t . We will show that, if K is large enough, therek K
Ž . Ž .is some such t for which c t ) C e , which establishes the result.
Ž . Ž .Since t - t F 1 q h t implies that n F 2 s q sh q h t , we de-K n K K
Ž . Ž .duce that if n ) 2 s q sh q h t , then t y t G t y t ) h t r 1 q hK n n K n
Ž .G hnr2 s q sh q h , and thus
ty t h n r2Žsqshqh .n1 y e e y 1
log G logÝ Ýty t h n r2Žsqshqh .n1 q e e q 1Ž . Ž .n)2 sqshqh t n)2 sqshqh tK K
s o 1 13Ž . Ž .
as K “ ‘. We may thus effectively ignore the contribution of t to then
Ž . Ž .right hand side of 11 if n ) 2 s q sh q h t . Further, since, for t inK
w x Ž .t ,t , c t is decreased if t , with t - t , is transferred to t , and also ifk K n n k k
t , with t ) t , is transferred to t , we may suppose that the remainingn n K K
w Ž . x Ž2 s q sh q h t points the square brackets here denoting integralK
. w x Ž . Žw Ž . x .part lie in the interval t , t . Set r s t y t r 2 s q sh q h t y 1 ,k K K k K
Ž .which is the average spacing of the points. From 12 we have
1
r ) 14Ž .
2 s q eŽ .
Ž .for all large K. Trivially, since all the terms are negative, c t is decreased
if we add to it
tyŽ t qr n. tyŽ t qr n.y1 ‘k K1 y e 1 y e
log q log .Ý ÝtyŽ t qr n. tyŽ t qr n.k K1 q e 1 q ensy‘ ns1
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Ž Ž . .This has the effect of symmetrizing c t . We now apply Theorem 1 with
Ž t yt . rK k1 y e
K r s logŽ . Ž t yt . rK k1 q e
and
Ž t yt . rqr n Ž t yt .Ž ry1.qr ny1 ‘K k K k1 y e 1 y e
J r s log q log ,Ž . Ý ÝŽ t yt . rqr n Ž t yt .Ž ry1.qr nK k K k1 q e 1 q ensy‘ ns1
w x Ž .and conclude that, for t in t , t , the largest value of c t is as small ask K
Ž .possible when the points t are arranged uniquely in such a way that then
Ž .numbers f , given by 5 , are equal. From symmetry, this occurs when then
w xpoints t are evenly spaced in t , t , and the minimum is then the valuen k K
Ž .of c t at the midpoint of any of the subintervals. Thus, for t F t F t ,k K
yŽ2 ny1.r r2 yŽ2 ny1.r r2‘ ‘1 y e 1 y e
c t G log s 2 log ) C eŽ . Ž .Ý ÝyŽ2 ny1.r r2 yŽ2 ny1.r r21 q e 1 q ensy‘ ns1
Ž .for all large K, from 14 . By choosing a slightly larger value of e we can
Ž .take account of the omitted terms in 13 .
Ž . Ž .Ž .Remark 2. The condition 1 is needed only to prove a i of Theorem
1; the other two parts of the theorem hold if it is dropped. An example
Ž .Ž . Ž .shows, however, that a i fails in general if 1 is dispensed with. To see
Ž .this, consider the functions J r ’ 0 and
< <1r2r , r F 0
K r sŽ . 1½ log 1 q r , r ) 0,Ž .4
and the partition R that consists of three points: r s 0, r , and r s 1.1 2 3
Then
1r2 1r21¡ log 1 q r q r y r q 1 y r , r F rŽ . Ž . Ž .2 24~f r sŽ . 1r21 1¢ log 1 q r q log 1 q r y r q 1 y r , r ) r ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 24 4
w xand this is decreasing on 0, 1 , as we can check by differentiating. Thus
Ž . 1r2F s f 0 s r q 1, which is evidently minimized when r s 0.2 2
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Ž .Ž .For a i , consider first the problem of minimizing F. Suppose on the
contrary that, for a partition R that minimizes F, r s r for some n,n nq1
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and as a first case suppose that 0 F r - r s r s ??? s r -ny1 n nq1 nqp
Ž .r F 1, where p G 1. Let us note that f - F, since, from 1 , thenqpq1 n
graph of f has a cusp at r . If x is a small positive number and we moven
Ž .r to r y x and r to r q x, the increase in f r isn n nqp nqp
x K X r y r q u x y K X r y r y u x , 15Ž . Ž . 4Ž .n nqp
where 0 - u - 1, by the mean value theorem. If x is small enough, this is
negative for r - r and also for r ) r , and therefore f is decreasedn nqp m
for all m such that m - n or m ) n q p. Further, if x is small enough,
the inequality f - F can be preserved for n F m F n q p. We have thusm
produced a configuration for which max f - F, a contradiction.1F nF Ny1 n
In the remaining cases, r and r occur at an end-point. If, forn nq1
Ž .example, r - r s r s ??? s r s 1, then it follows from 1 thatny1 n nq1 N
Ž .f - F, for n F m F N y 1. The increase in f r as a result of movingm
r to r y x, x being a small positive number, is given byn n
K r y r q x y K r y r s xK X r y r q u x , 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n
where 0 - u - 1, and, for 0 F r - 1, this is negative for small values of x.
Thus f is decreased for m - n. On the other hand, if x is small enough,m
the inequalities f - F, for n F m F N y 1, can be preserved, so thatm
again we have a configuration for which max f - F. If 0 s r1F nF Ny1 n 1
s ??? s r s r - r , the argument is similar except that we shiftn nq1 nq2
r to r q x.nq1 nq1
Consider next the problem of maximizing C. Suppose first that there are
a number of coincident points that lie strictly within the interval, so that
for some n, 0 F r - r s r s ??? s r - r F 1. There areny1 n nq1 nqp nqpq1
two possibilities. If C is attained at f s f s ??? s f and onlyn nq1 nqpy1
there, so that f ) C for k - n and k ) n q p y 1, then when we shift rk n
to r y x and r to r q x, where x is a small positive number,n nqp nqp
f , f , . . . , f , are slightly increased, and f is decreased for k - nn nq1 nqpy1 k
and k ) n q p y 1. It is thus possible to choose x in such a way that the
smallest peak is greater than C, a contradiction. Otherwise C s f ,n0
where n - n or n ) n q p y 1. In fact n - n y 1 or n ) n q p,0 0 0 0
Ž .however, since the graph of f r has a cusp at r s r s ??? s r andn nq1 nqp
so both f and f are greater than f . Suppose for definiteness thatny1 nqp n
n ) n q p, the other case being similar. Note that, since f is defined,0 n0
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n F N y 1. Move r to r q x, r to r y x, this being0 nqp nqp nqpq1 nqpq1
Žpossible since r - r and n q p q 1 F n - N so that r isnqp nqpq1 0 nqpq1
.free to move to the left even if it is 1 . All peaks are increased except
f , which is decreased, and may be made to decrease sufficiently littlenqp
that it is not the minimum. We have thus increased C, a contradiction.
The remaining case is when we have a cluster of points at 0 or 1, and
suppose for definiteness that it is at 1, so that 0 F r - r s r s ???ny1 n nq1
s r s 1, where n - N. Note that f s f s ??? s f . If f ) CN n nq1 Ny1 m
whenever m - n, then we shift r slightly to the left. This decreases fn m
for m - n and increases f for m G n. We can thus arrange that them
minimum occurs among f , f , . . . , f , and that it exceeds C, a contra-n nq1 N
diction. Otherwise there is a number n such that n - n and C s f .0 0 n0
Ž .Since f ) f , from 1 , we must have n - n y 1, and thereforeny1 n 0
n y 1 ) 1, so that r is free to move to the right. Move r to r q xny1 ny1 ny1
and r to r y x, so that f decreases, while all other f increase. Thisn n ny1 m
Ž .Ž .increases C, a contradiction, which establishes a i .
Ž .Ž .For a ii , for the problem of minimizing F, suppose that the peak
between r and r is smaller than F. If 0 - r - r - 1, then wen nq1 n nq1
move r to r y x, and r to r q x, where x is a small positiven n nq1 nq1
Ž .number. From 15 , which is negative for small x if r - r or r ) r , wen nq1
deduce that all peaks in the graph of f decrease, save the one between rn
and r . Since this peak is already smaller than F, it can be kept smallernq1
than F if x is kept small enough. Thus, if x is small enough, the highest
peak is lowered, which is a contradiction. If 0 - r - r s 1, then wen nq1
Ž .move r to r y x, and a contradiction arises again, this time from 16 .n n
Ž .For, by 16 , f is reduced for m - n, and, since f - F for n F m F Nm m
y 1, we can ensure that these inequalities are preserved by taking x small
enough. If 0 s r - r - 1, we shift r to r q x.n nq1 nq1 nq1
For the problem of maximizing C, a similar argument shows that if the
r are separate, the minimum of the peaks is maximized when all the peaksn
are equal, for if one peak is larger than the minimum of the peaks, the
minimum may be increased by slightly pulling in the r on either side ofn
the larger peak.
Ž .For b , this is trivially true when N s 2. Suppose that it is true when
N s N , where N G 2, and for admissible functions J and K, and0 0
consider the case N s N q 1. Suppose that there are two different0
arrangements that produce sets of equal peaks, say 0 s p - p - ??? -1 2
p s 1 and 0 s q - q - ??? - q s 1.N q1 1 2 N q10 0
Let us first note that p / q . For if p s q , we may introduce a new2 2 2 2
U Ž . ŽŽ . .function K r s K 1 y q r , which is also a concave cusp, a new2
U Ž . Ž . w xvariable r s r y q r 1 y q , and a new partition of 0, 1 made up of2 2
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U Ž . Ž .points q s q y q r 1 y q , 1 F n F N , and then, for q F r F 1,n nq1 2 2 0 2
N q10
f r s J r q K r y qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns1
N0
U U Us J r q K r q K r y qŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý n
ns1
N0
U U U U Us J r q K r y qŽ . Ž .Ý n
ns1
s fU rU , 17Ž . Ž .
U Ž U . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . U . Ž Ž . U .J r s J r q K r s J q q 1 y q r q K q q 1 y q r being2 2 2 2
U Ž . U U Uconcave for r g 0, 1 . Since f s f , f s f , . . . , f s f , we1 2 2 3 N y1 N0 0
have fU s fU s ??? s fU and thus, from our supposition, qU , qU ,1 2 N y1 1 20U Ž .. . . , q and therefore q , q , . . . , q are uniquely determined. ButN 2 3 N q10 0
this means that p s q , p s q , . . . , p s q , contrary to our2 2 3 3 N q1 N q10 0
assumption that the arrangements are distinct.
Thus p / q , and for definiteness let us suppose that p - q . We2 2 2 2
define
f s max f r . 18Ž . Ž .n
q FrFqn nq1
We will arrive at a contradiction by way of an argument that involves
movements of the q . At each step, q , for some n , will be moved to then n 00
left, but not as far as q . It is useful to consider the general effect ofn y10
such a movement on f , for each n. Initially all the f are equal. Fromn n
Ž .16 , with r replaced by q , the change in f , Df say, is negative forn n n n
1 F n F n y 1, and positive for n F n F N . Further, differentiating the0 0 0
Ž . Ž .left-hand side of 16 again with q instead of r with respect to r, wen n
XŽ . XŽ .obtain K r y q q x y K r y q , which is negative for r - q y x andn n n
< < < < < <r ) q , and thus Df - Df - ??? - Df , and Df ) Df )n 1 2 n y1 n n q10 0 0
??? ) Df .N0
Let us begin by moving q to p . Then, as we have just observed, f2 2 1
decreases, f increases for 2 F n F N , and f ) f for 2 F n F N .n 0 n nq1 0
Call this the first configuration.
Move q to the left until f s f . Then f and f decrease, while f3 2 3 1 2 n
increases for 3 F n F N . Also f s f ) f ) ??? ) f .0 2 3 4 N0
Move q to the left until f s f . Then f , f , and f decrease, f4 3 4 1 2 3 n
increases for 4 F n F N , and f ) f s f ) f ) ??? ) f .0 2 3 4 5 N0
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Continue in this way until q has been moved to the left to makeN0
f s f . Call this the second configuration. In passing from the firstN y1 N0 0
to the second configuration, f has decreased, f has increased, and the1 N0
monotone chain f G f G ??? G f holds. We repeat the sequence of2 3 N0
steps that leads from the first to the second configuration, beginning with
the movement of q to the left until f s f , and ending with the3 2 3
movement of q to the left until f s f . This produces the thirdN N y1 N0 0 0
configuration, in which, relative to the second, f has decreased, f has1 2
decreased, f has increased, and the chain f G f G ??? G f holds.N 2 3 N0 0
After a sequence of such configurations, the points q , which decreasej
from one configuration to the next, reach limiting values. So too do
f , f , . . . , f , and in the limit1 2 N0
f G f G ??? G f 19Ž .2 3 N0
and f - f . Since f ) y‘ for 2 F j F N , the points q are separate.1 2 j 0 j
Ž .Moreover there is equality in 19 , for if j is the first subscript for which
f y f }e say}is positive, then in all configurations that occur farj jq1
enough down the sequence we would have f y f ) er2. Reaching thej jq1
next configuration would thus require a material movement of q to thejq1
left in order to balance f and f , and this is impossible when thej jq1
configuration occurs far enough down the sequence that q is close to itsjq1
ultimate position. Thus we have f - f s f s ??? s f . Since p s1 2 3 N 20
q , we deduce as before that p s q for all n, which is impossible since2 n n
Ž .for the p all peaks have equal height. Part b of Theorem 1 follows.n
Ž .Part c follows from the preceding parts of the theorem.
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